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As the fastest growing racial group and electorate in the state and country,
increasing numbers of Asian Americans are moving to Montgomery County.
Montgomery County is now home to the largest Korean American community and
the second largest Asian American community in Pennsylvania. Over 70% of
Korean Americans are recent immigrants, and roughly half speak English “less than
well.” 

78% of Asians and Pacific Islanders in Pennsylvania speak a language other than
English at home, and roughly 1 in 5 Asian Pacific Islanders speak English less than
well or not at all. Since 2000, the number of AAPI residents in Pennsylvania grew by
141%, while the number of eligible AAPI voters in Pennsylvania grew by 55% from
2010 to 2020. Montgomery County has the second highest AAPI populations in the
state which comprises 9% of the county population. Asians and Pacific Islanders
comprise 6% of the county’s CVAP (citizen voting age population).

A coalition of 16 organizations representing and supporting the vast new American
communities in Montgomery County asked the four candidates running for the
2023 Montgomery County Commissioner election about their position on language
access in the county. We are delighted to share all candidates’ responses in
alphabetical order.
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All Voting is Local (AVL)
Asian Americans United (AAU)
Asian Pacific Islanders Political Alliance (API PA) 
CAIR-Philadelphia
CASA / CASA in Action
Central Pennsylvania Korean Association (CPKA) 

Hope Network Foundation 
Five Provices of Northern Korea 5
Filipion Amrican Association of Pittsburgh (FAAP)
Korean Americans Association of Greater Philadelphia (KAAGP, 

)
Korean Community Development and Service Center (KCDSC, 

) 
Korean Cultural Foundation (K-CUL, )
Montgomery Korean American Senior Association (

)
Pennsylvania Immigration and Citizenship Coalition (PICC, 

    )
VietLead 
Woori Center ( ) 

Organizations signed on the Questionnaire or Coalition Members (in
alphabetic order) 

    ( ) 



    

 _  (Tom DiBello, Republican) 
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What do you think are the biggest barriers in the AAPI communities’ civic
participation in Montgomery County? 

         
 ?

I think the 2 biggest barriers are language and access to information
translated for the AAPI communities and I feel that the lack of
understanding of the AAPI cultures. I think both are extremely
important for leaders to engage in so that greater participation is
welcomed. Many in the AAPI community have so much knowledge and
leadership to offer and we all need to be more welcoming.
 
            

,       .   
            
  .        
   ,       . 

If elected, what policies would you support in Montgomery County to
increase language access?

     /      
?

 
I would like to see all or at least most of all county materials translated
into the different languages as well as ensuring all county websites and
portals are translated. I think it's extremely important that materials
and information are available so that the majority of county residents
are able to read and have access to everything the county has to offer. 

       ,      
     .     

            
 . 
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 _  (Tom DiBello, Republican) 
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How many languages would you advocate for elections to be accessible in?
      ,      

 ?
 
I would like to understand the costs associated with adding languages
but I certainly would want to start with languages with the largest
populations first then add additional languages after the bigger
populations are addressed. 

      ,     
   ,    . 

To what extent would you support expanding the number of translated
election materials available for each language added?

             
?

 
I would be very supportive of expanding the number of translated
election materials, as mentioned above there is a cost so I would want
to understand what that cost is and budget accordingly. 

        ,   
           .
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 _  (Tom DiBello, Republican) 
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What challenges do you foresee in increasing language access to the ballot
for eligible voters with limited English proficiency in Montgomery County?
How would you address those challenges, if elected?

          
     ?     

?

I believe the biggest challenges would be cost and making sure the
proper translations occur. Too many times translations aren’t
completed correctly. The cost would be addressed through the budget
process. While working in the business sector we would use two
companies to translate materials and compare results ensuring we
would get all the translation completed correctly. I would want to do
the same as a county commissioner. 

          . 
      .     

.           
       .   

  . 
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 _  (Liz Ferry, Republican)
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1. What do you think are the biggest barriers in the AAPI communities’ civic
participation in Montgomery County? 

         
 ?

The biggest barriers are outreach. The county needs to do a better job
of communicating with all people in the county using multiple
languages.

   .       
        . 

If elected, what policies would you support in Montgomery County to
increase language access?

     /      
?

 
I would increase budgetary items to have all county documents and
websites in multiple languages. I would also hire county employees who
can speak in various languages to assist those who cannot speak
English.

           
 .           
      .
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 _  (Liz Ferry, Republica n)
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How many languages would you advocate for elections to be accessible in?
      ,      

 ?
 
I would work with local communities to determine which languages
should be included and am supportive of having election information in
multiple languages.

         
.         .

To what extent would you support expanding the number of translated
election materials available for each language added?

             
?

 
 I support expanding the number of translated election materials
available to voters.

           .

What challenges do you foresee in increasing language access to the ballot
for eligible voters with limited English proficiency in Montgomery County?
How would you address those challenges, if elected?

          
     ?     

?

Ensuring the language provided is accurate and educating citizens to
ensure they know such information is available.

   ,         
 .

3.

4.
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 _  (Neil Makhija, Democrat)
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1. What do you think are the biggest barriers in the AAPI communities’ civic
participation in Montgomery County? 

         
 ?

Not having access to materials due to language barriers and not seeing
yourself represented in local civic organizations are barriers to entry
themselves. MontCo’s website, for starters, is only in English. That must
change. I would also say that anti-Asian discrimination is still alive and
well. Like many immigrant communities, AAPIs are often confined to
particular roles in society and are not included in broader positions of
leadership.

      ,       
    .      

.    .      
  .    ,   
    ,       .

If elected, what policies would you support in Montgomery County to
increase language access?

     /      
?

 
I will produce more content in multiple languages. To start, we would
need to hire more translators, and make sure all county services are
accurately translated. I would vote in favor of mandating that state
government services and materials will be provided in more languages.

       .     
,       .    

           .

2.



    

 _  (Neil Makhija, Democrat)
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How many languages would you advocate for elections to be accessible in?
      ,      

 ?

I believe that we should provide accessibility to all our citizens in
Montgomery County. If we need to have several interpretations of our
election material, then I will fight for as many as we need.

         .  
    ,       .

To what extent would you support expanding the number of translated
election materials available for each language added?

             
?

 
In every way we can, I would ensure our election materials are
accessible to our non-English speaking residents.

      ,       
    .
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 _  (Neil Makhija, Democrat)
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What challenges do you foresee in increasing language access to the ballot
for eligible voters with limited English proficiency in Montgomery County?
How would you address those challenges, if elected?

          
     ?     

?

The biggest challenge I foresee would be ensuring our interpreters
create accurate translations of MontCo’s election materials. This can be
overcome by making sure each piece of information makes sense to the
target audience. By reviewing, and editing through the process, we can
ensure our non-English speaking, or limited English speakers, are able
to understand the translation.

           
  .         

     . [ ]     
,   ,         

   .
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 _  (Jamila Winder, Democrat)
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1.

 Expanding language assistance at polling places, including providing
trained interpreters. 

 Offering translated voter registration forms and election materials
in multiple languages.

What do you think are the biggest barriers in the AAPI communities’ civic
participation in Montgomery County? 

         
?

The biggest barriers in the AAPI communities' civic participation in
Montgomery County include language barriers, limited access to
translated materials and assistance at polling places, as well as a lack of
culturally sensitive outreach and education about the electoral process.
It's crucial that we break down these barriers to ensure every eligible
voter has the opportunity to participate fully in our democracy.

          
,         ,    

       .      
            
.

If elected, what policies would you support in Montgomery County to
increase language access?

     /      
?

 
I believe we need policies in Montgomery County to increase language
access by implementing the following measures:

           
  :

          ,    .

                .           (   ) 

2.



    

 _  (Jamila Winder, Democrat)
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 Increasing outreach and education efforts in AAPI communities,
and other newer immigrant communities to raise awareness about
the importance of civic participation. 

 Collaborating with community organizations like the Woori Center
and your partners to ensure culturally sensitive and language-
appropriate information is available and is meeting the needs of the
diverse communities that make our County great.

                  
            .

           ,      
            ,    
         .

How many languages would you advocate for elections to be accessible in?
      ,      

 ?

I would advocate for elections to be accessible in as many languages as
necessary to serve the diverse communities in Montgomery County
effectively. This may include languages such as Korean, Chinese,
Vietnamese, and others spoken by our AAPI residents, as well as
languages spoken within other communities. I believe that we should
be regularly assessing the language needs within our communities and
working with partners within our communities to get as close to full
accessibility as possible.

      ,  
         .  , 
,        ,   

     .       
  ,        

   .
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 _  (Jamila Winder, Democrat)
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To what extent would you support expanding the number of translated
election materials available for each language added?

             
?

 
I would strongly support expanding the number of translated election
materials available for each language added. It's essential that we
provide comprehensive information to voters in their preferred
languages to ensure they have a clear understanding of the electoral
process, candidates, and issues.

           . 
  ,        ,  

      .

What challenges do you foresee in increasing language access to the ballot
for eligible voters with limited English proficiency in Montgomery County?
How would you address those challenges, if elected?

          
     ?     

?

Increasing language access to the ballot for eligible voters with limited
English proficiency may present some challenges, including the need for
additional resources and coordination. If elected, I would address these
challenges by:

          
        .  ,   

   :                                             (   )
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 _  (Jamila Winder, Democrat)
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IAllocating funding and seeking partnerships and grant
opportunities to support language access initiatives.

Collaborating with local community organizations and advocates to
develop effective strategies.

Engaging with language experts and community members to ensure
the accuracy and relevance of translated materials.

Promoting early voting and vote-by-mail options to provide voters
with more time and flexibility to cast their ballots.

Conducting regular assessments and evaluations of language access
programs to identify areas for improvement.

           ,         
        ( )   

                . 

                
       .

                  
        

                 .

Woori Center
100 West Main Street, Suite 320

Lansdale, PA 19446
Tel.267-270-9466

Email: info@wooricenterpa.org

   .

: wooricenterpa.org
: ,   

(@wooricenter)  .


